Abstract: Special investment vehicles (SIVs), extremely popular financial structures for the creation of highly-rated tranched securities, experienced spectacular demise in the 2007-2008 financial crisis. These financial vehicles epitomize the shadow banking sector, characterized by high leverage, undiversified asset pools, and long-dated assets supported by short-term debt, thus bearing material rollover risk on their liabilities which led to defeasance. This paper models these vehicles, and shows that imposing leverage risk control triggers can be optimal for all capital providers, though they may not always be appropriate. The efficacy of these risk controls varies depending on anticipated asset volatility and fire-sale discounts on defeasance. Despite risk management controls, we show that a high failure rate is inherent in the design of these vehicles, and may be mitigated to some extent by including contingent capital provisions in the ex-ante covenants. Post the recent subprime financial crisis, we inform the creation of safer SIVs in structured finance, and propose avenues of mitigating risks faced by senior debt through deleveraging policies in the form of leverage risk controls and contingent capital.
Introduction
In the mid-2000s, market segmentation and an ever-increasing demand for safe debt resulted in a marked shift in the supply of investable debt from the commercial banking system to the shadow banking system [1] , which provided presumably safe assets via special investment vehicles (SIVs).
This mode of financing peaked in 2007, at approximately $22 trillion [2] . 1 Much of this debt was rated AAA, and deemed safe. There were twenty-nine major structured investment vehicles (SIVs) created before the financial crisis, none of which remain today, that held an estimated $400 billion in assets [3] . Senior debt issued by these SIVs, which were a special type of special purpose vehicle (SPV), sustained an average 50% loss, belying their supposed safety, and lower priority capital notes experienced almost 100% loss [4] . Our purpose is to discuss the design and risks inherent in structured finance vehicles, to point out their weaknesses, and to provide recommendations for improvement in the design and risk management of these highly leveraged vehicles, keeping expected losses at acceptable levels for all participants in the capital structure of the SIV.
Structured-finance balance sheets comprise a pool of assets (most often mortgage-backed securities and other asset-backed securities, with rating restrictions). The liabilities that fund these assets are tranched, with senior and mezzanine notes being supported by subordinated capital notes, also known as the equity tranche. The bulk of the financing comes from senior debt, 1 For reference, traditional banking liabilities at this time were approximately $14 trillion [2] .
tests of SIV design must not only account for swings in spread volatility (i.e., extreme pool risk) but must also account for the potentially vast swings in fire-sale discounts under defeasance. 6 We show that the qualitative structural prescriptions for an SIV's risk controls are not affected by the levels of asset volatility or fire sale discounts, but of course, the exact quantitative specifications will vary.
Third, we consider contingent capital as one approach to enhancing the risk management of a SIV. We show that pre-committed equity infusions reduce ex-ante expected percentage losses to both senior-and capital-note holders, reduce the probability of defeasance, and extend the expected life of the vehicle. In addition, we believe that a SIV sponsor's ex-ante commitment to provide contingent capital sends a strong signal to the markets that the quality of their SIV and under collateral is better than that of vehicles that do not incorporate a mandated capital infusion. Contingent capital is analogous to deposit insurance which has the added benefit of mitigating rollover risk [14] , particularly when applied prior to a state of financial crisis [15] , which in the SIV setting, means prior to approaching defeasance.
Our paper may also be framed as an analysis of the risk management of economic catastrophe bonds. For instance, the senior tranches of securitized pools have been shown to be similar to economic catastrophe bonds, failing under extreme situations, but offering lower compensation than investors should require [16] . Through the use of a one-time committed capital infusion, we mitigate the senior notes' likeness to these economic catastrophe bonds. Furthermore, related work has shown that small errors in parameter estimates of the collateral assets can lead to a large variation in the risk assessment of the senior tranches [17] . We show that risk controls on the liability side are also very relevant to this assessment, i.e., small changes in the leverage threshold can have a material impact on expected losses.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we present the model set up, and in Section 3 we describe the implementation of our model using trees. In Section 4 we undertake a numerical analysis of our base model and present results, including validation of the results for varying asset volatility and fire sale discounts. In Section 5, we demonstrate how to mitigate risk to senior notes and capital notes via contingent capital, an innovation that was not implemented ex-ante in SIVs, and that we prescribe moving forward. In Section 6, we discuss and conclude.
Model

Basic Set up
We develop a parsimonious model of structured finance and SIV design. At time t, the aggregate value of the asset pool is denoted as A(t), the senior-note liabilities are denoted as B(t), and the capital-note liabilities are denote as C(t), with A(t) = B(t) + C(t). For simplicity, we impose only two liability tranches, the senior notes (which we refer to as the debt of the SIV) and the capital notes (which we refer to as the equity), abstracting away from multiple layers of mezzanine tranches in between (which, in any case, did not exist in all SIVs). For simplicity, we assume that senior debt is issued as a pure-discount note, especially given that it is short-term, and the initial face values of the capital and senior notes are denoted D C and D B , respectively. At inception (i.e., at time t = 0), B(0) < D B represents the initial price of senior notes with face value D B , and the residual value of the liabilities represents the upfront equity financing, i.e.,
Investors in senior notes seek safe assets with assured returns, and hence, SIVs are designed with the intent to attain a high quality credit rating for the senior notes. We will assume here that this reflects a pre-specified expected loss from default [18] . For our examples we assume an expected 6 Fire sales also matter as they result in increasing correlations of distressed assets (see [11] [12] [13] ), which further increases overall pool risk.
loss of L 0 = 0.10%, i.e., 10 bps (of face value of senior debt). The expected loss to these investors is critically dependent on the following factors:
1. The credit quality of the asset pool, i.e., its volatility σ, defined later in the stochastic process Equation (3), 2. The size of the senior tranche (D B ) and subordinated capital notes tranche (D C ), and 3. The risk controls outlined by the SIV, i.e., the leverage control threshold K, which sets the minimum acceptable level of the ratio of assets to senior debt. If this risk control is violated, then the vehicle is usually terminated and an orderly sell down of the assets is triggered.
The capital-note holders retain the residual after repayment of the senior notes and management fees borne by the SIV. 7 Capital-note holders bear first losses on the SIV's assets. The SIV makes a spread between the rate of return on the assets and the rate of interest paid on the senior notes, from which the capital note holders are compensated. This spread arises because the assets held are of longer maturity than that of the senior notes, which are periodically rolled over. Hence, the maturity of the senior notes is shorter than that of the capital notes and the weighted average maturity of all assets and liabilities of the SIV.
Risk Controls and Defeasance
To afford the senior notes additional protection, the SIV covenants typically include safeguards pertaining to asset quality in addition to requirements regarding the duration and liquidity of the assets in the collateral pool. In addition to these asset restrictions, the SIV is monitored on an ongoing basis, primarily through a leverage test, whereby the ratio of collateral value to senior-note obligations must meet a pre-specified cutoff. 8 Failure to meet these requirements forces the SIV into "defeasance", whereby the assets of the SIV must be sold to wind down operations. The proceeds are used to first pay off the senior note holders, with the residual used to pay off the capital (equity) note holders.
We define a SIV's (inverse) leverage ratio covenant at any point in time t as
where K is the lower bound on the ratio of collateral assets, A(t), to senior notes, D B , that is permitted by the SIV. For example, a SIV with assets worth 100 and senior notes with a face value of 92, has a leverage ratio of 100/92 = 1.087. Suppose a lower limit of K = 1.04 is placed on the leverage ratio. Then the SIV enters defeasance (i.e., enforcement mode) when A(t) = D B · K = 92 × 1.04 = 95.68. We denote this boundary as H = D B · K. Assuming a frictionless market with no fire-sale discounts, at any time t < T, senior-note holders are due the riskless value D B e −r(T−t) , (here r is the risk free rate, and the payout is the value of the discount bond, which has accreted value since inception, until rollover maturity T). Capital-note holders are left with a payout that is far less than D C ; i.e., a 4.32% drop in the value of the assets held by the SIV results in a disproportionately greater loss to the capital-note investors, who suffer first losses. In reality, defeasance likely occurs when markets are under stress and other financial institutions (including other SIVs) are also attempting to unwind. Thus, assets are unlikely to be sold at full market value but rather at fire-sale prices, at some percentage discount δ. Hence, the anticipated recovery is only a fraction (1 − δ) < 1 of the assets' value at defeasance, i.e., ((1 − δ) · D B · K).
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If the capital-note holders are the sponsors/managers of the SIV, then they also collect management fees. 8 Other tests are also imposed, such as those on liquidity and asset-pool composition, but these tests are less likely to trigger defeasance than the leverage test, which is essentially a trigger corresponding to a pre-specified drop in collateral value. Thus, the SIV risk-model trigger is akin to a barrier in the [19] class of structural default models.
Rollover Risk
An SIV invests in an asset pool of securities that have much higher duration than that of its liabilities. Senior notes mature and are rolled over at intervals ranging from as small as one month to a year (and sometimes more). Rollover may not occur for two reasons. For one, if assets fall to a level (A(t) ≤ D B K) that violates the leverage ratio covenant, the vehicle will enter defeasance prior to any rollover decision, as discussed in the previous section.
Second, conditional on the leverage ratio not being violated, i.e., A(t) > D B K, ∀t < T, senior-debt investors will decline to roll over their investment if, on the roll date, the level of the SIV's assets are insufficient to ensure that the ex-ante expected losses to senior notes are no greater than L 0 ; i.e., if A(T) ≤ A * , where A * is the minimum level of assets required to keep expected losses on senior notes D B within required quality levels (i.e., E(L B ) ≤ L 0 ). In short, the vehicle fails to survive when senior debt holders refuse to roll over their debt, because the expected percentage losses have now exceeded L 0 .
We
. This implies a relationship between A * and D * B , given K, which is that
To summarize, rollover occurs when assets at maturity are greater than A * . Thus, if assets do not decline in value by more than A 0 − A * , then rollover occurs, and we may assume that the equity holders maintain their equity to support assets of A 0 so that the problem then repeats itself, when debt is rolled over. Capital note holders will withdraw excess equity so as to maximize return on equity. Because keeping excess equity reduces leverage and reduces the expected return on equity, withdrawal of excess equity capital reinitializes the SIV to its original risk-return trade-off. This configuration leads to a series of one period repeated problems, and the value of debt at inception of the rollover period is based on the outcomes of a single period. This approach makes our solution simple, as we need only to solve a one-period problem to understand the ongoing risk and return behavior of these SIVs.
While we accommodate for rollover risk in the model, we do not include the more complicated case of staggered rollover dates for the senior debt in the SIV, which occurs when where there are multiple time tranches with varying rollover dates. This paper was aimed at focusing on the design of risk management controls for SIVs. We take up the case of staggered rollover dates in a follow up paper that focuses mostly on that particular risk, and we offer a novel solution to that form of rollover risk (see [20] ). For earlier work in the topic of rollover risk, not specific to SIVs, see [21, 22] .
The Stochastic Asset Process
We begin by modeling the asset-price A(t), defined by the following process:
where µ > r > 0 is the expected growth rate of the assets over time, used to pay returns to both classes of note holders. The risk free rate of interest is denoted by r. Asset volatility is modulated by coefficient σ, and W(t) is a standard Wiener process. Under this process the evolution of the asset price may be written in non-differential form as:
where h is a discrete time step for the model. Therefore, the terminal value of A(T) follows the lognormal distribution. Valuation of the capital and senior notes is achieved under the risk-neutral framework by replacing µ with risk free rate r in the expressions above.
Model Implementation
To examine the role of risk management covenant K, we price senior notes and capital notes with and without the presence of this covenant (leverage ratio trigger). We denote the defeasance trigger level as H = D B · K, and valuing the liabilities (senior notes and capital notes) of the SIV with the leverage trigger is analogous to a barrier option pricing problem. In addition to valuation of the securities in the structure, we are also interested in the risk features of the notes issued, such as expected percentage loss on the securities, as well as the probability of defeasance at the barrier and the probability with which senior debt holders decline to roll over at maturity. Furthermore, we may also be interested in the moments of the returns to these securities. Some of these quantities are produced under the risk-neutral probability measure and others are computed under the physical probability measure.
For ease of computation and tractability, we implement the model using binomial trees. We describe our approach briefly so that the reader may have sufficient detail with which to replicate the model.
The tree is set up with constant time step h (time is denoted in years). An asset price A(t) at any node will evolve to two possible values, 9 The risk-neutral probability of an up move is q =
With this set up, as shown in [23] , the evolution of the stochastic process for A(t) is arbitrage-free. The tree, then, becomes the foundation for the valuation of any security dependent on the value of the assets, A(t).
Valuing Senior Debt (P B )
Senior debt is valued on the tree using the standard backward recursion approach, where we build the tree to rollover maturity T. At the maturity nodes we obtain the terminal payoffs to senior debt, as follows:
Backward recursion is then applied to find the values of senior debt at all times 0 ≤ t < T, through the following pricing recursion:
where the subscripts u, d denote the up and down nodes emanating from B(t). At each stage, we also check where defeasance has occurred, i.e., whether A(t) ≤ H. In such cases, we set
and the initial price of senior debt is denoted P B ≡ B(0), which is determined after backward recursion on the tree is undertaken using the equations above, from time t = T to time t = 0.
9 e is understood to represent the base of the natural logarithm, and is approximately equal to 2.71828.
Expected Percentage Loss on Senior Debt (E(L B ))
In similar fashion, we are also able to compute the expected losses on senior notes, the equations for which are as follows:
Backward recursion gives the expected loss value as follows:
and if
At rollover maturity, we compute losses based on the face value of debt D B , as this is the amount owed to the senior note holders. That is, even though the initial price paid for the debt is B(0) < D B , D B reflects the loss of accrued interest. For defeasance at times t < T, we compute losses based on the discounted value of debt, once again, accounting for accrued interest in the loss computation, as may be seen in Equation (10). The expected percentage loss based on face value is
and the goal is to design our vehicle such that E(L B ) ≤ L 0 .
Valuing Equity (D C ) and Expected Percentage Loss to Equity (E(L C ))
The initial value of equity is required to be D C = A(0) − B(0) and the losses to equity may be assessed at maturity as follows:
Recursion gives the expected loss value as follows:
The expected percentage loss is
and we expect that E(L C ) >> E(L B ) because capital notes are analogous to equity and senior notes are akin to debt in a standard capital structure. Here L C (0) is in fact the value of a put option on capital notes, where the put pays off whenever these investors do not recoup their investment (this is not the expected loss conditional on a loss occurring).
Calculating Probability of Defeasance at Barrier and Maturity
The risk-neutral pricing tree we construct for valuing the notes may also be used to determine the risk-neutral probability of defeasance at the barrier (denoted PD K ) and at maturity (denoted PD T ). 10 Unlike the valuation of notes in the preceding sections, which was undertaken via backward recursion, these probabilities are computed by making a forward pass through the n-period tree, from period zero through period n, where of course, T = nh.
Recalling that the probability of an upshift on the tree is q and a downshift is 1 − q, we denote the probability of reaching node i in period j as p ij . Since the time step per period is h, the time elapsed by period j is equal to j · h. We also note that at the end of period j, there are j + 1 nodes (i.e., economic states), and we enumerate the nodes in period j from i = 0, 1, 2, ..., j.
At time t = 0, the single node has a probability of p 00 = 1, because this state must occur with certainty. Emanating from this node are two nodes at time t = h (period j = 1); the upper node occurs with probability p 01 = q and the lower node with probability p 11 = 1 − q. From here on we generate probabilities using forward accumulation, as follows:
During the forward pass, we also compute the probability of defeasance in period j, which occurs when A ij ≤ H for any node (i, j). The first passage time probability to the defeasance barrier is the probability that defeasance occurs in period j, given that defeasance has not occurred at any period prior to period j. During the forward pass, at period j, we compute the first passage time probability as follows:
Once this is calculated and stored, we then set
so that the ensuing periods, first-passage probabilities will be correctly computed using the forward pass Equation (16), accounting for the event of defeasance. In short, the risk-neutral probabilities are computed by traversing the tree forward iterating over Equations (16)- (18), in sequence. The total probability of defeasance at the barrier is then given by the sum of first-passage probabilities over all periods j:
and the total probability of defeasance at maturity is
The total risk-neutral probability of defeasance is
We compute and report all of these values in our assessment of SIV design.
Expected Time to Defeasance
Using the probabilities p ij the expected time to defeasance is the time to defeasance at each t weighted by the first passage probabilities, conditional on defeasance occurring. It can be computed as follows:
Of course, ETD shortens as the leverage barrier K increases.
Analysis
SIVs of the type considered here are highly-leveraged vehicles in that A 0 /D B tends to be close to 1. Correspondingly, A 0 /D C is a large multiple ranging from 10-30 times leverage. Since many such vehicles failed in the crisis, a natural question arises as to whether they were designed, ex-ante, to fail. We may also assess the properties of these SIVs, such as the expected losses for each tranche, the probability of defeasance, etc. We are also interested in asking whether risk controls on leverage (denoted by parameter K) would have mitigated the risks of these vehicles. We begin with simple examples to quantify the properties of SIVs.
Example: SIV without Risk Controls
At the outset of the SIV, the level of maximal debt
This is the debt level that is achieved assuming that no leverage risk controls are imposed. We solve for D * B numerically, as the computational search is rapid and efficient. 11 We consider the initial case in Table 1 as an example. Using these parameter values we compute the senior debt level D * B that makes E(L B ) = L 0 . We then set actual face value of debt, D B , to be lower than this amount, at 99% of D * B . Table 2 shows the outcomes for the resultant SIV. Maximal permissible senior debt is D * B = 87.9253 on initial assets of A 0 = 100, and this discount debt has a price of P B ≡ B(0) = 86.0963, implying an initial leverage of A 0 /D C = 7.19 (times capital (equity) notes). If we reduce debt to 99% of maximal allowed, the expected percentage loss on senior debt drops by half, to E(L B ) = 0.0005, and the expected percentage loss to capital note holders falls from 22% to 15%. The probability of defeasance (which can only occur at maturity since there is no defeasance trigger K) also declines at the lower level of debt, from 24% at maximal debt levels to 17% at just below maximal. Since there is no leverage barrier, defeasance cannot occur prior to maturity, hence the probability of defeasance at the barrier is PD K = 0. Overall, the risks inherent in an SIV, particularly the risks borne by the capital note holders, are highly sensitive to small changes in parameter values. 0.0010 Number of periods on the pricing tree (n) 260 11 All code in this paper is implemented using the R programming language. Expected percentage losses to capital-note holders are around 15%-22% of their initial investment. However, the risk-neutral probability of no defeasance is more than 75%, and in these cases, the capital-note holders stand to gain from the upside of an at-the-money call option on the assets. Under the physical probability measure, assuming a growth rate of assets of µ = 4% the expected return is around 16-18% compared to the risk free rate of r = 2%.) The expected return to senior notes is around 3%.
Example: SIV with Risk Controls
As discussed earlier, the SIV may impose a leverage threshold level K <
to which asset values drop to trigger defeasance (i.e., orderly wind down) of the vehicle, requiring a sale of the assets, which leads to incurring an expected fire sale discount of δ = 0.10 (recall base case parameters presented in Table 1 ). For illustration, we now consider a leverage trigger at K = 1.05, with results shown in Table 3 . Since there is a leverage barrier, defeasance before maturity is possible, and we see that PD K > 0 in both cases, and the expected time to defeasance ETD < 1. The resultant probability of defeasance at maturity PD T is smaller when K = 1.05 versus when K = 0, but the total probability of defeasance PD remains the same. In the following sections we explore more aggressive leverage controls to assess the behavior of leveraged SIVs.
Role of Risk Controls
As we change leverage risk control K > 1, we obtain different SIVs, each with different risk-return properties. In order to make a fair comparison across these SIVs, we adjust the face value of senior debt so that the initial price of debt, B(0) = P B , is the same across all compared vehicles. Therefore, if assets are A 0 = 100, and the price of senior debt is fixed at P B , then across all structures, D C (the size of the equity tranche) as well as initial leverage are the same. A natural question now arises as to what level of K > 1 makes senior debt holders and capital (equity) note holders better off than when there are no risk controls (K = 0). Is it possible for some K > 1, to achieve a Pareto-improving solution by mitigating deadweight losses incurred by either party?
To explore this question, we begin by fixing the initial price of debt P B based on a face value of debt D B that is 99% of the maximal allowed debt D * B , when K = 0. We then examine how the risk-return tradeoff to investors varies when anticipated fire sale discounts, δ, are low versus high. To set ideas, we begin with the base case when δ = 0.05, depicted in Table 4 . We note that, as required, the expected percentage loss is less than L 0 , 10 bps, and in fact in all cases, it is strictly within limits. We also note that the price of senior debt P B is equal across all cases, i.e., levels of K, as is the value of capital notes D C . Moreover, PD T = 0 when K ≥ 1.035, because at these levels, H = A * , so if defeasance is to occur it can only happen prior to maturity.
The more important question, of course, is whether introduction of risk controls (K > 1) improves the SIV for senior and capital notes. First, as K increases, D B decreases, keeping P B fixed. Therefore, the continuous discount yield on senior debt (ln(D B /P B )) declines, suggesting the credit quality improves. Second, the expected percentage loss on senior notes declines monotonically, but for capital note holders, the expected percentage loss declines initially, but begins to rise again as K continues to increase. Third, the mean return on senior notes remains the same; in contrast, the mean return on capital notes initially falls but then begins to rise when K increases to 1.035, which appears to be a sweet spot for the leverage control K. Finally, the probability of defeasance drops dramatically by K = 1.035, suggesting that risk controls do indeed help survival of the SIV. Overall, the results suggest that risk controls can not only enhance the quality of the securities issued by the SIV, but can also begin to increase the risk to certain investors when the controls are too stringent. That is, the most effective point for the leverage threshold K is not too lax (i.e., not too close to 1), but not too strict either.
The intuition for this result is fairly natural, because the leverage risk barrier trades off the probability of default against the fire sale losses on default. As we increase K, the PD prior to maturity increases, but defeasance at higher asset values leads to lower fire sale loss.
Varying Fire Sale Discounts
We now explore the resulting SIVs and risk-return tradeoffs under varying expected fire-sale discounts. For comparison, we present Table 5 where we consider δ = {0.02, 0.10}, values that span the earlier case of δ = 0.05. We observe that under a lower discount of δ = 0.02, a small increase in K above 1, e.g., at K = 1.002 seems to bring immediate benefit and also delivers the lowest probability of defeasance; though, compared to the case when K = 0 (i.e., no risk control), any level of risk control K > 1 appears to reduce the risks borne by both senior-and capital-note holders. The expected return to senior notes is again not affected materially by K, but the expected return to capital notes is best at lower levels of (keeping K > 1). In contrast, under a higher fire sale discount of δ = 0.10, tighter risk controls are required to materially reduce the risk to investors in the SIV. Yield spreads decline and expected returns improve only at higher levels of K under this greater δ = 0.10.
The intuition here is straightforward. Leverage risk controls force defeasance earlier than maturity, at a point when assets have not yet fallen drastically. When there is no defeasance barrier, asset values may continue to decline all the way to rollover maturity, precipitating huge losses. However, there is a tradeoff. The defeasance barrier prematurely cuts off the paths of asset prices that may recover eventually. It therefore raises the probability of defeasance, while limiting the losses when defeasance occurs. Since expected losses are a composite of the probability of defeasance and loss on defeasance, there is an optimal point. This optimal level of K is lower when δ is low and higher when δ is high, as we see from the results in Tables 4 and 5 (keeping in mind that initial leverage is higher when δ is low and lower when δ is high).
Overall, the probability of defeasance depends on the volatility of the assets σ, and the loss on defeasance depends on the fire sale discount δ. Hence we portray our results in each table along these two dimensions. We now consider how these results change when we vary the volatility of the underlying asset pool.
Varying Volatility
We now explore the resulting SIVs and risk-return tradeoffs under varying levels of asset volatility. This variation is especially interesting since the various SIVs that failed during the crisis had wide ranging levels of asset risk. In Table 6 we compare different cases for σ = {0.05, 0.10}, keeping δ = 0.05. As expected, as volatility of the assets increases, allowable leverage, i.e., the maximal amount of senior notes D B that can be issued while keeping E(L B ) ≤ L 0 , will decline. The probability of defeasance PD also increases with volatility. However, the improvement of the cases with risk controls (K > 1) over the case without risk controls (K = 0) is telling. Yield spreads decline and returns to capital notes increase, as the leverage control K implements the optimal trade off between probability of defeasance and loss on defeasance. In short, the intuitions and results support administering risk controls for such structures, and ensure improvements in the quality of liabilities irrespective of the level of asset risk.
Summary of Main Properties of the Model
We take pause here to summarize the main features and results of the model.
1.
Interaction between risk controls, fire sale discounts, and leverage: K is bounded above by 1 1−δ , so for higher δ, the range of K that we consider in our examples is greater. Note that D B < A 0 /K, else the SIV will encounter defeasance immediately. 2. When defeasance may never occur at maturity:
When this is the case, then A * = H. To see this, note that
So in this case defeasance can never occur at maturity, only before maturity if it occurs at all. This solidifies the intuition that as K increases, the barrier H approaches the senior note holders rollover threshold A * . 3. When risk controls are beneficial: (a) Increasing K without changing the initial leverage of the SIV results in a decrease in the face value of debt to be repaid, which implied that the yield on the securities decrease (since initial B 0 = P B remains constant), particularly when the fire sale discount is small (e.g., δ = 0.02). This can be seen also in the corresponding decline in percentage expected losses to senior debt (E(L B )). (b) The expected percentage losses to equity (capital notes) also decline with K, but begin to rise again as K becomes increasingly stringent. Nonetheless, expected losses to capital-note holders (E(L C )) are significantly lower under any K > 1 than when no risk control is used, i.e., K = 0. 4. The intuitive trade-off in the model: The lower loss on defeasance must to be traded off against the situation where the total probability of defeasance PD increases as K increases. Note also that in these structures the PD can be quite high, suggesting that the large-scale demise of SIVs in the financial crisis was no surprise. We have decomposed PD into the probability of defeasance at the barrier H prior to maturity (PD K ), and the probability of defeasance at maturity (PD T ) due to rollover failure. As is intuitive, when K rises, PD K increases and PD T falls. As noted before, if D * B = A 0 /K, then A * = H, so that PD T = 0. 5. Relation of best risk control and fire sale discounts: Considering δ = 0.10 (i.e., a much greater fire sale discount), the results remain qualitatively similar to those under δ = 0.03. However, K must be set much higher to lower yield spreads, i.e., proxied by the level of D B relative to P B . Therefore, as expected fire-sale discounts rise, risk controls must be tightened (again, keeping in mind that the SIV's leverage is much higher under δ = 0.02 than under δ = 0.10). 6. Risk controls are more important when volatility is higher: We also see that the PD declines even more with risk controls (i.e., with greater K) when asset volatility is greater (e.g., when increasing σ from 0.03 to 0.05 while keeping δ = 0.05). 7. Risk controls on SIVs can be Pareto-improving: At the right K, both E(L B ), E(L C ) decline. Yield spreads also decline, and expected returns to capital note holders increase. Thus, the right level of stringency in the leverage threshold allows all investors to benefit by reducing deadweight losses otherwise borne by one (or both) of the parties.
Introducing Contingent Capital
In the financial crisis, many SIVs triggered defeasance at the same time, leading to large losses as fire sale discounts escalated. For example, under a fire-sale discount of δ = 0.10, even with a leverage threshold of K = 1.07 in place, senior debt holders suffer a percentage loss of (1 − (1 − δ)K) = 0.037, which is a substantial percentage loss for debt that is originally rated AAA. At the height of the crisis, some SIVs liquidated at discounts ranging from 0.30 to 0.50, which are much higher than those shown in the analyses described here. Static risk controls with large losses on defeasance offer no soft landing for senior note holders in times of financial crises, indicating that senior note holders should be further compensated for the "neglected risks" they bear (e.g., see [24] ). These additional benefits may be dynamic and state-dependent, resulting in a value transfer from capital notes to senior notes in poor states of the economy. Our analysis of the weaknesses of SIVs would surely be incomplete without offering remedies.
A simple prescription for risk buffering the senior note holders is to enhance the SIV with a contingent capital clause, whereby capital note holders (or the issuer/sponsor) are required to provide additional capital to buy back a pre-specified quantity of senior notes at par (adjusted for time value of money), thus returning the leverage ratio to a safer level. This dynamic risk management approach is similar to a margin call, whereby the extra infusion/buyback is analogous to the variation margin. Ex-ante, this built-in capital call discourages the creation of a SIV that the issuer/sponsor knows to be too risky without sufficient upside, and promotes an equilibrium where mostly viable SIVs are created. 12 Payment of contingent capital could be ensured by credit or liquidity guarantees, much in the way that conduit sponsors of fully supported ABCP (asset backed commercial paper) guarantee payment [26] ; though, the contingent capital we prescribe below would be far less than full support.
To recap, the eventualities for the SPV are binary: either asset values rise or they fall. (a) In the case when asset values rise, maintaining additional equity beyond that under the original structure results in a reduction in leverage of the vehicle, which reduces the expected return to equity holders. This was discussed in Section 2.3. Therefore, at the rollover date, equity holders withdraw just the amount of equity needed to restore the original risk-return trade-off. This feature also makes the solution stationary, as it reinitializes the SPV so that at the horizon, conditional on no defeasance, the model repeats itself; (b) In the case when asset values fall (as in the remedial case analyzed in this section), the risk of defeasance increases as does the expected deadweight loss (from fire sales), which makes it rational to inject equity in an optimal trade-off against bearing liquidation losses. An alternative solution is to defer withdrawal of equity capital on the rollover date when asset values have risen, leaving an extra buffer in place from good times that might make redundant the need to later inject contingent capital or at least reduce the size of the injection. It also acts as a capital commitment mechanism on equity holders. The model may be suitably modified to determine under what parameters either approach is more appropriate. The solution would depend, of course, on investors' risk aversion and how equity holders' other assets are correlated with those held by the SIV.
We now examine the net benefits of capital calls. Our chosen method requires that when the defeasance trigger is accessed at stopping time t, i.e., when the asset values decline to a level such that A(t)/D B = K, then we have a capital infusion I provided by the capital note holders (or SIV sponsor/underwriter) to pay down D B to some level D B < D B such that A(t)/D B > K. This remedy recapitalizes the SIV, replacing senior notes with capital notes without altering or liquidating the assets of the SIV.
In effect, this capital infusion results in a partial deleveraging of the SIV, since the amount of senior debt is reduced relative to the assets in the vehicle. This remedy effectively postpones the liquidation of the SIV, and postpones or possibly eliminates the deadweight fire sale losses on defeasance, allowing time for the SIV's assets to recover. The capital note holders also stand to benefit when deadweight costs are eliminated or even delayed, but they bear the costs of this waiting period since they are the ones providing the additional capital. Thus, although the ex-ante expected losses to senior note holders are definitively lower when the SIV's covenants require contingent capital infusions, the question remains as to whether the expected losses to capital note holders decline as well. Another issue is that since defeasance is postponed, it is possible that defeasance at a lower barrier, H , increases losses to capital note holders even further when the vehicle is shut down. We examine these issues by extending our model.
Since fire-sale discounts make defeasance costly to one or both of the tranches in the SIV, our analysis explores whether contingent capital infusions can be Pareto-improving. When the barrier H is breached, we undertake an infusion I by capital note holders, to partially pay off senior debt at par value, adjusted for the time value of money. Therefore, new senior debt is D B = D B − I, and the new barrier is set at H = D B K. Implementation of this new structure on the pricing lattice requires modifying the original model, such that when asset levels are between H and H, computations are made using D B instead of D B . We also make adjustments to the probability structure on the tree to account for the fact that defeasance will now take place at H < H.
Our original model equations are extended as follows:
We now implement a lattice pricing problem with two barriers, H and H . First, we compute the price of senior debt P B = B (0), the expected present value of losses to senior debt L B (0), and expected present value of losses to capital notes L C (0), assuming that the defeasance barrier is H < H and face value of debt is D B < D B . We denote this the "auxiliary" lattice, i.e., the lattice to which we drop if the assets dip below H and an infusion of contingent capital occurs. We then price senior debt that originates with face value D B on a "primary" lattice, and during backward recursion, if assets A(t) ≤ H, then we replace the value of senior debt on the primary lattice with the value of debt from the auxiliary lattice plus the value of the infusion I that is made at that point.
The time T equations for pricing senior debt on the primary and auxiliary lattices are as follows:
Values of senior debt at all times 0 ≤ t < T, are computed through the following pricing recursion:
where the subscripts {u, d} denote the up and down nodes emanating from B (t), B(t). We modify the recursion equations on the auxiliary lattice to account for defeasance when A(t) < H .
Further, we modify the recursion equations on the primary lattice to account for the fact that an amount I is paid to senior-debt holders if A(t) < H.
The expected present value of losses on senior debt is computed as follows:
which is the difference in price between risk free debt and senior debt issued by the SIV. The expected percentage loss on senior debt is:
The losses on capital notes are recomputed using primary and auxiliary lattices as well, for L C and L C , respectively. The equations at maturity are as follows:
Recursion gives the expected loss value as follows, on both primary and auxiliary lattices:
And if
Finally, if
which leads to the expected percentage losses to capital notes
The expected returns on senior notes and capital notes will both also be recomputed taking into account whether or not an infusion has occurred.
Using the same parameters as in Table 4 , we now consider the case whereby the required infusion is I = 2 to illustrate a SIV with a contingent capital clause in place. The results, which we present in Table 7 , indicate that contingent capital manages deadweight losses in a Pareto-improving manner. First, we examine the risk/return implications for the senior notes. Expected percentage losses here are lower (than those in the SIV without contingent capital infusions), and the price of senior notes increases correspondingly across all values of leverage risk control K, implying that credit spreads decline. The mean expected return declines as expected since the risk of these securities is lower, though only marginally. As expected, the senior notes are less risky under a structure with contingent capital infusions in place.
Next, we examine the risk/return implications for the capital notes. The expected percentage losses here remain the same (as those in the SIV without contingent capital infusions) when the leverage threshold K is low, but at higher values of K, expected losses are appreciably lower compared to the case without contingent capital infusions. The initial investment required by capital notes D C also is lower than in the no-infusion scenario; i.e., this new structure is able to support greater leverage from the onset of the vehicle. Finally, the expected return on the capital notes for higher levels of K exceed that in the no-infusion scenario by approximately 100 bps.
Finally, we observe that the probability of defeasance is also dramatically reduced, as expected for higher levels of K, by 2 to 3 times. Overall, contingent capital infusions manage the deadweight losses of defeasance in a Pareto-improving manner. Intuitively, keeping defeasance at bay is advantageous, even for the capital note holders who are required make infusions to stave off asset liquidations.
Other Remedies
In addition to these recapitalizing approaches, we can attempt other remedies as well. For example, senior-note holders can be paid a rate of interest that is indexed to their credit rating or to that of the asset pool. As the credit rating falls, higher interest rates can be paid based on a predetermined menu, whereby the capital to make such payments come from the management fees first, and then from cash flows to capital note holders.Ex-post, this approach compensates the senior notes for bearing additional risk, though payment of the higher rate is contingent on the SIV's survival. More importantly, this approach discourages the SIV's issuers, ex-ante, from constructing an SIV they know to be fragile.
Alternatively, we can restore the value of the asset pool by requiring the SIV issuer/sponsor to purchase the lower rated assets that have dropped in value and to replace them with higher quality assets, thereby bringing the leverage ratio A(t)/D B back in compliance with the leverage threshold K. In effect, the capital-note holders write credit protection (i.e., a spread option) on the pool's lower rated assets. Payment is triggered when the value of the asset pool drops below the leverage threshold, and thus, also avoids or at least delays liquidation of the SIV. Once again, this ex-ante prevents knowingly fragile structured finance deal from being created.
Ultimately, in any of these remedies, "own" risk of the capital-note holders is certainly an issue. However, given that such SIVs are typically issued by deep-pocket financial firms (or too-big-to-fail banks), own risk is less of a factor. Furthermore, that these capital infusions are borne by the equity holders likens this structure to a risk-based deposit insurance premium to be borne by the bank itself, which has advantages to purely increasing capital requirements [27] ; or, in the case of the SIV, equates to advantages over simply issuing a smaller senior tranche.
Concluding Comments
We developed a parsimonious model to analyze the design of structured finance deals and the special investment vehicles (SIVs) created to operationalize them. Our findings are as follows: First, high levels of leverage make these vehicles likely to fail when asset values drop even by a small amount, because of rollover risk. Second, the presence of fire-sale discounts, i.e., deadweight costs of defeasance, leads to fragile structures that are not designed to sustain the levels of risk inherent in the asset pool, or to ensure repayment of principal to senior note holders commensurate with a top quality credit rating. Third, losses are sensitive to risk controls, i.e., the permitted level of leverage. Fourth, risk controls vary with pool risk (i.e., volatility of the underlying assets) and expected fire sale discounts. Hence, in the presence of parameter uncertainty, designing apt risk management for such SIVs is a difficult exercise. Fifth, abandoning risk controls altogether may not be optimal for any liability holders, i.e., both senior notes and capital notes, though risk controls that are too stringent may begin to falter in their purpose. Sixth, contingent capital is clearly a design feature that is worth incorporating, but was absent in the design of SIVs prior to the financial crisis (though we note that in some cases, sponsors ex-post, willfully provided equity capital or purchased assets of their failing SIVs). The confluence of these design characteristics suggests that SIVs were not as resilient to economic shocks as they should have been, and features of the design contributed to the demise of many SIVs.
Overall, the fact that ratings and risks are highly sensitive to the fire-sale discount, pool volatility, and risk controls suggests that the senior tranche should be much smaller, and that more capital notes (i.e., a larger equity tranche) are required to sustain high-quality ratings on senior notes, as suggested in [28, 29] . We recommend using contingent capital clauses that make the senior notes safer, while also improving the quality of the capital notes. Whereas contingent capital offers remediation ex-post to SIV vulnerabilities, it also likely prevents unviable SIVs from being created ex-ante, since some of the ex-post costs are borne by the creators of the SIV through their holdings of capital notes. When capital infusions are not possible to enforce, and contingent capital is not forthcoming, risk reduction through deleveraging the vehicle in a timely manner can also reduce expected percentage losses to both, senior debt and capital notes.
Our paper does not examine information effects. 13 Our paper argues that setting the appropriate degree of risk controls is difficult, and errors often exacerbate the effect of a drop in pool asset values; i.e., a new form of "neglected" risk (see [24] ). Given the presence of neglected risks, we propose that contingent capital and deleveraging be built in to SIV covenants as important risk management policy prescriptions.
The financial crisis of 2008 was largely marked by the failure of many special investment vehicles in general, and structured investment vehicles in particular. This analysis of the pathology of the crisis and our recommendations for remediation provide guidance for the future evolution of the shadow banking sector. This paper argues that highly leveraged structures must be accompanied by clear and effective risk guidelines, and at the very least, a mandated contingent capital structure, or ex-ante deleveraging policy.
